
JONATHAN GAGNON
874 6th ave W. 
Vancouver BC

778-836-5678 
jmgagnon@ualberta.ca

Objectives To obtain a position as a director

Skills Above average meeting skills to meet clients and developing video concepts from inception to completion.

Award winning script writer using CELTX and familiar with Final Draft.

Strong eye for detail developed through three years of working as a free lance editor with Final Cut Pro.

Ability to handle multiple projects and maintain an organized schedule to meet deadlines.

Amazing communication skills as showcased on CBC’s Canada’s Smartest Person.

Experience 2016-17 The Brett Martin Show Yuk Yuk’s Vancouver Producer

- Cast actors for sketches, guests for interviews and comics for shows

- Write monologue jokes as a team in a writing room

- Edit short videos using Final Cut Pro X

2012-17 The SocialPreneurs Video Content Creator

- Working as a team to brainstorm ideas / pitches

- Creating short videos for using Canon Cameras and Final Cut Pro X

- Wrote, directed and edited short comedy films for just for laughs comedy festival 

- Assisted in writing short film “conception” and “the heckler” 

2016 From Straight A’s Sepia Films Production Coordinator

- Assisted production with casting of actors / background actors

- Assisted set team with coordination of background actors

- Worked directly with producer Gregory Horoupian

2017 Sorry I broke your 
heart (pre production).

Heather Hawthorne Doyle Script Writer

- Writer of short story developed at Studio 4

- Assisting with casting

- Assisting with soundtrack
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2014 Feed the Gods Random Bench 
Productions

Producer

- Assisted production with casting of actors

- Assisted with scouting locations

- Worked directly with director Braden Croft

2016 Canada's Smartest 
Person

CBC Studios Cast

- Performed multi skiled tasks in front of studio audience

- Assisted director with backstory filming

- Finished 2nd place on the episode

2006 Final Destination 3 New Line Cinema Production Assistant

- Standard Production Assistant duties

- Acted as key PA during illness

- Assisted Actors with coordination

2006 Truth and Justice Insight Production Assistant

- Assisted locations with scouting

- Assisted locations with set decoration

- Was the funniest person at the wrap party

2016 The Magicians NBCUniversal Production Assistant

- Worked as main point of contact for home owners for three day shoot

- Assisted set team with coordination

- Assisted shoot team with any necessary tasks (all hands on deck)

Education BSc Civil Engineering at the University of Alberta

Screenwriting at Studio 4 NYC
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